RETURNING TO THE WORKSPACE

As businesses start to navigate back into their

As workplace Design and Build experts

workplaces, we can draw on the positives of

we understand that the language of the

our recent experience from the pandemic as

workplace has changed, and this provides

an opportunity to learn, adapt and grow.

key opportunities for employers to embrace.

Some key changes and considerations are:

By clear and decisive action now we can
make your businesses cleaner, greener,

• We all have a new found confidence
and awareness of technology.

more productive, more sustainable, easier
to change, evolve and adapt, which will be
key in our ‘New Normal’.

• A realisation of the importance of

BALANCED
WORKSPACE
From one day to the next the world as
we knew it changed, and we were all
involuntary thrown into a new normal.

good hygiene, with less shared facilities

This will become a - New Balance - between

to reduce touch.

The Home and The Office. We will engage
with you to implement the correct regulations,

• An understanding and appreciation (or not)
of working from home.

settings, technology and leadership to help
your business thrive now and in the future.
Each business has its own ideal balance, we

• The realisation that we need more regional

will help you find yours.

business hubs (satellite offices) to alleviate
the necessity of commuting and using public

We have called our new refreshing concept

transport.

‘Balanced Workspace’

• The requirement for less condensed and
more flexible workplaces allowing space

Our Balanced Workspace programme has
a 3 staged process & beyond.

between workers (social distancing).
Businesses need to act and respond to this
perpetual change with a clear workplace strategy
for the immediate, mid and long term. With social
distancing measures likely to be in place for the
rest of 2020 and possibly beyond, employees and
employers must find a new balance.

THINK.
CREATE.
MAKE & BEYOND.

change transition which, if managed correctly,

HOW EFFECTIVE HAVE TEAMS, EMPLOYEES
& MANAGERS BEEN?

could naturally lead to the successful

• Have people felt more, the same or less

The majority of people have started a rapid

implementation of new and evolving working
practices in the future with minimal disruption.

productive?
• How effective has the collective team been?
• How has the management team adapted to

Rather than leaving the workplace evolution
to chance, it is possible to start the journey
to identify and define the most appropriate

support the change?
• Are additional support mechanisms
required?

and elastic strategy for the organisational
the answers to the following questions and

WHAT DOES YOUR WORKPLACE LOOK
LIKE IN THE SHORT TERM?

making informed decisions based upon

• What level of adaptation should you make?

evidence instead of perceptions.

• What is the working preference of your

needs. The ‘Think’ stage will assist in finding

THINK
The workplace and how we use it has
changed and is going to continue to
change over the forthcoming years as
we adapt to our new circumstances.
For all organisations, this is an
opportunity to learn, adapt and grow.

people?
HOW HAS THE WAY YOU WORK CHANGED?
• How has recent events impacted your
business?
• How do your employees want to work?
• What lessons can we learn that will change
how we think about workplace?

• How might the short term help you prepare
for the long-term?
WHAT DOES YOUR WORKPLACE LOOK
LIKE IN THE LONG TERM?
• How much space do you really need?
• What experiences do people want to retain?

HOW HAS TECHNOLOGY ENABLED
EFFECTIVENESS?
• What gaps emerged and how were these

• How might your business change over time?
• How do you change behaviours now to
prepare for the long-term?

dealt with?
• What do people really need to perform
their role?
• Do they know how to use technology
effectively?

HOW WE GATHER THIS DATA?
The workplace strategy process does not
stop with the initial data gathering. The new
process requires constant review as people
and processes start to evolve and adapt.

THE DATA GATHERING PROCESS

LEADERSHIP EXPLORATION

INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEE

COLLECTIVE EMPLOYEE

QUANTITATIVE DATA

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

& VISIONING

ENGAGEMENT

ENGAGEMENT

GATHERING AND OBSERVATIONS

PLAN OF ACTION

Lessons learnt, Culture and

Personal experience and lessons

Team effectiveness and performance

Review of existing data sets from

Workplace modelling and space

Business impact analysis, establish

learnt, explore desired working

analysis, processes and work flow,

technology, access control systems,

budgets for the short and long-term

project drivers and explore the

patterns and preferences in relation

cultural appraisal and exploration

HR and room booking data. Virtual

based upon data and project drivers.

impact this would have on workers

to stress, wellbeing and change

of the future workplace.

tour and photograph study.

Change readiness assessment.

and workplace.

adaptability analysis.

Circulation space / routes

Flexible meeting and collaboration spaces

CREATE
From the information and recommendations,
we have learnt from the ‘Think’ process, we can
now start to translate this into an updated space
plan that meets the new needs of the business
both in the short term and long term.
Preparing your workspace to reopen will require
updates to the current layout led by our evidence
based findings. It will also need to follow the
recently published government guidelines. Floor
plans will need to reconsider how staff
and visitors navigate through your space to
ensure social distance guidelines are met.

Maximum Occupancy Levels

Entry / Exit points for staff and visitors

We will focus on these key areas displayed
to the right:

Desking / Furniture Layouts

KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE SHORT TERM

Social Distance within the open plan, reduction in density.

Hygiene stations.

A single (clockwise) route of circulation around the demise.

Clean & Clear desk policy, allowing freedom
of movement around the office.

X
X
X
X
X

X

Wide and clear circulation routes.

Video Conferencing facilities.

Alternative and flexible working positions.

Flexible team meeting space.

Complete reduction in shared storage, printers

Social meeting / project spaces.

and shared / hand operated appliances.

Personal lockers and filing only.

Home working solutions.

MAKE
After analysing the correct strategy from our
‘Think’ Process, and translating this information
into space plans from our ‘Create’ process,

• Tailored maintenance packages to suit
needs and budget

we now move on to “Make’. This is where we

• Handyman services (installing that extra

physically implement the changes required.

shelf, TV or any future additions/repairs)

Whether this be a simple reconfiguration, or

• Change Management

more complex detailed change, we will deliver

• Annual workplace reviews

efficiently and within a pre agreed budget.

We have designed a process
to bring our clients back into their
places of work quickly and safely
and create a new workplace
strategy for the mid and long term.

The DSGN delivery team will ensure a smooth
transition from delivery to the day you reopen

MAKE &
BEYOND

Our beyond services includes:

your workspace.

BEYOND
After we have delivered a successful project,
we won’t just leave you. Our business model
is based around relationships that last.
On completion of your project we will tailor and
offer an after-care programme that’s individual
to your needs and budget. Your office is your
second home, and like any good home, it
requires maintenance.
Within our aftercare programme, we will
also incorporate how we will manage and
implement any day 2 changes required, such
as additional workstations, offices, and any
general reconfigurations that may be required
for the ever-evolving workplace.

Ben Dudley and Oliver Pitham
Directors of The DSGN Studio

+44 (0) 203 968 3070
hello@thedsgnstudio.co.uk

GET IN
TOUCH
If you want to understand more
about our “ Balanced Workspace”
approach, please get in contact
with us today for a chat.

www.thedsgnstudio.co.uk
facebook.com/thedsgnstudio
instagram.com/thedsgnstudio
https://www.linkedin.com/company/11421032
7 Hanson Street Fitzrovia London W1W 6TE
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